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when looking at the package it's obvious that virtualcol have taken everything that they learned from the other e-jet aircraft and given it a shot. they have not only paid close attention to the airflow patterns of the aircraft, but they have also modeled the details of the interiors of both aircraft to a very realistic level. the e-190 stands out as the
most impressive of all, and it's easy to see why, with smooth, clean lines, realistic cockpit, a very spacious cabin, and great lighting, not to mention that it's very beautifully designed. the e-190 looks even better than its fs2004 counterpart, it's certainly quite a sight to behold. e-190 is a larger aircraft than the e-190, with better and more detailed
interiors, but it's still an aircraft that you can feel right at home with, and this is very pleasing. the package does not include the interactive cockpits, which are available for purchase separately, but this isn't too much of a concern since the cockpits, they are high quality and fit perfectly within the overall design. it is safe to say that both of the
aircraft that they have recreated, the e-190 and the e-195, are elegant aircraft, even if the main difference is that one is a little larger. it is also interesting to note that virtualcol worked closely with embraer in order to get these recreations to their level and they did an amazing job in recreating what was left to do after the aircraft were
manufactured. in their own words, their dedication to these products can be seen in their replies to simhobbies users on simhobby and their excellent technical support at their forum, with some of the best and most knowledgeable community support on the internet. there is no question in my mind that if you are looking for a set of aircraft that
are designed to help you add realism to your fs2004 simulator, and an easy to use package that does not impose any performance issues onto your computer, then virtualcol are the product that you need to have on your add-ons collection, right away, and for the long term.
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virtualcol are a name that is synonymous with quality products, and they have delivered again with this incredible package. virtualcol have created two superb aircraft that you can use to recreate your first flight experience with either of the e-190 or the e-195. these two aircraft are very well modeled and use high quality textures to create a
realistic flying experience. the same attention to detail is applied to the cockpits, which allow you to have a great experience with these aircraft from the very first moment you start to fly them. these are two quality packages from virtualcol, that you will definitely have a lot of fun using. virtualcol are a name that is synonymous with quality

products, and they have delivered again with this incredible package. virtualcol have created two superb aircraft that you can use to recreate your first flight experience with either of the e-190 or the e-195. these two aircraft are very well modeled and use high quality textures to create a realistic flying experience. with this particular package,
virtualcol have recreated two stunning aircraft from the e-jet family, the e-190 and the e-195, with almost forty real world liveries from well-known airlines included to offer as much variety as possible. it's not an even split, only a quarter of the available liveries are for the e-195, while the e-190 has more than thirty, but since both aircraft are so

well modeled, there is no downside to choosing one over the other simply because you want to use one of the liveries over another. included among these liveries, are ones that represent the airlines jetblue for the e-190 and flybe for the e-195, which means that you can recreate each aircrafts first flight. clearly, virtualcol have a great
understanding of the simulator, and know how to make full use of it to squeeze every last bit of detail that they can into their models. both the e-190 and the e-195 feature smooth lines, great textures and fine details as well as fully recreated cockpits that allow you to have more realistic flight experiences with these aircraft than ever before.
with regards to the models and the textures, these two aircraft are not too dissimilar from their predecessors, also in a package by virtualcol, but they are bigger and more powerful, and these differences come through very clearly; each aircraft has a distinctive feel and precisely tuned flight characteristics that make them a lot of fun to fly.
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